Effective from: 19.10.2021 –

Act LXVII of 2013
on distance-based tolls payable for the use of motorways, expressways and
main roads
Whereas the operation, maintenance and development of the public road network,
the periodic and local regulation of traffic, preference for environmentally friendly
modes of transport, and the integration of social and environmental costs into tolls
require that road users should contribute to the costs of the operation and
development of public roads in proportion to their road use, and that a proportionate
toll system should be established which also takes account of the environmental
performance of vehicles. Whereas the rate of the toll payable for road use should be
established using an electronic system which also complies with the requirements of
the European Union for interoperability, the Hungarian National Assembly has
adopted this Act.
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. Subject and scope
Section 1 (1) The scope of this Act shall extend to the toll charger, the toll service
provider, contracted toll payers as well as the operators and users of tolled motor
vehicles circulating on unit tolled sections, regardless of their nationality or country
of registration, respectively, as well as the bodies involved in control.
(2) The scope of this Act shall not include motor vehicles using road sections
subject to user charges in fulfilment of their obligation to pay such user charges.
2. Definitions
Section 2 For the purposes of this Act:
1. “toll declaration” means the reporting of data on the use of any unit tolled
sections with a tolled motor vehicle, based on which the obligation of toll payment
may be established;
2. “toll declaration operator” means a provider used for the fulfilment of the toll
declaration obligation during road use as set out in this Act;
3. “vehicle category” means the grouping — applied in a manner set out in the
Decree adopted for the implementation of this Act — in setting the toll rate based on
specific motor vehicle properties;
4. “EETS” means the European Electronic Toll Collection Service, which enables
persons liable to toll payment to use one on-board unit per vehicle to pay, via the toll
service provider, the consideration for using the unit tolled sections involved in the
service for the vehicles using the service;

5. “EETS user” means a road user entering into an agreement with an EETS
provider in order to gain access to EETS;
6. “EETS provider” means a legal person toll service provider registered in its home
Member State within the EU, which enables EETS users to access EETS, and as part
of that, to the UD Toll System, and which forwards tolls to the appropriate toll
charger;
7. “bound service provider” means the toll service provider obliged to grant any
person liable to toll payment the possibility to acquire a road use authorization in the
UD Toll System;
8. “on-board unit” shall mean a device which is suitable to support electronic toll
collection, comprised of hardware and software components which are suitable for
the collection, storage, processing, as well as the remote receipt and transmission of
the data required to carry out the operations involved in electronic toll collection.
9. “supervisory body” means the entity designated for the discharge of the duties
specified under subheading 9 in the decree adopted pursuant to the powers conferred
by this Act;
10. “user charge” means the charge (including VAT) payable on motor vehicles
which belong to any of the toll categories specified by the Government in the relevant
decree for the use of a toll section subject to such a user charge for the duration of
the road use authorization;
11. “infrastructure charge” means the component of the toll which is levied in
order to recover the costs incurred in respect of the construction, maintenance,
operation and development of unit tolled sections;
12. “vehicle register” means the vehicle register as defined in the Road Transport
Registration Act;
13. “external-cost charge” means the component of the toll which is levied in order
to recover the costs incurred in respect of traffic-based air and noise pollution;
14. “weighted average infrastructure charge” means the total revenue of an
infrastructure charge collected in a given vehicle category over a given period
divided by the number of vehicle kilometers travelled on unit tolled sections during
that period;
15. “contracted toll payer” means the person or entity which concludes an
agreement to pay toll for one or more tolled motor vehicles to enable the use of any
unit tolled section;
16. “certification body” means a body certifying the conformity of the
interoperability system constituents of the electronic toll collection system, which is
responsible for the duties specified under subheading 12;
17. “UD Toll System” means the electronic system which enables the toll to be
declared, levied and collected, while providing support for the verification of toll
payment and the lawful use of unit tolled sections;
18. “toll” means the charge (including VAT) which is levied by the toll charger for
the use of a unit tolled section in proportion to distance-based road use;
19. “person subject to toll payment” means primarily the contracted toll payer, or
where there is none, the operator of the motor vehicle or the road user, regardless of

their nationality or the country in which the motor vehicle which they drive, operate
or own is registered;
20. “unit tolled section”: a part of the public roads within the toll domain bordered
by two sections from the aspect of the determination of the toll;
21. “tolled motor vehicle” means a truck or a towing vehicle (including a semitrailer towing vehicle) of a maximum permissible gross weight exceeding 3.5 tons,
or an articulated vehicle combination consisting of such a motor vehicle and a towed
trailer or semi-trailer;
22. “toll collection”: the entirety of actions taken for collecting toll;
23. “toll charger” means an entity which is authorized and designated for the
operation of the UD Toll System, as well as for the establishment and levying of the
toll by using that system, and the collection of the toll via toll service providers;
24. “toll service provider”: a company irrespective of the place of registration
which grants road users access to the UD Toll System in the territory of Hungary;
25. “road use”: a use of any unit tolled section for the purpose of traffic;
26. “road user” means the person driving the motor vehicle in the course of road
use;
27.
28. "operator" means the non-owner operator of the vehicle (in the case of a vehicle
with a Hungarian registration number, as registered by the road transport registration
body at the time of road use) or, in the absence of thereof, the owner of the vehicle,
or the operator (or in the absence thereof the owner) indicated in the document issued
by the country of establishment;
29. “reseller” means a contracted operator engaged by the toll service provider for
the discharge of its toll collection duties;
30. “route ticket” means a pre-paid road use authorization for the use of at least one
predetermined unit tolled section of the toll road network with a predetermined tolled
motor vehicle.
31. “register of vehicles authorized to use free of charge the unit toll sections and
public roads charged with a toll” means the vehicle register as defined in the Road
Transport Registration Act;
CHAPTER II
ROAD USE AUTHORIZATION AND PAYMENT OBLIGATION
3. Road use authorization
Section 3 (1) The use of unit tolled sections with tolled motor vehicles requires
road use authorization as specified in this Act.
(2) In consideration for the road use authorization under paragraph (1), persons
subject to toll payment shall pay a toll as specified in the decree adopted pursuant to
the powers conferred by this Act.
(3) The toll shall be paid in respect of specific groups of tolled motor vehicles
according to the toll categories specified in the decree adopted pursuant to the powers
conferred by this Act.

(4) The toll shall be paid on the basis of the unit tolled sections used by the road
user.
(5) The use of a single road section by the same motor vehicle shall not give rise to
concurrent obligations to pay a user charge and a toll. If the amount of the toll paid
for the vehicle on a given calendar day exceeds the user charge for the shortest
validity period determined in the otherwise prevailing vehicle category, there shall
be no legal consequences for failure to pay user charge on the given calendar day.
(6) Except as provided for in paragraph (7), the operator of the motor vehicle shall
be responsible for ensuring compliance with the requirements of this Act in respect
of the motor vehicle which they operate.
(7) Where the identity of the road user is established at the scene in the course of a
traffic check, the road user shall be responsible for compliance with the requirements
in paragraph (1).
4. Principles of setting toll rates
Section 4 (1) The toll categories applicable to setting toll rates shall be established
so that account is also taken of the environmental performance of the engines of the
motor vehicles, with a preference for the road use of environmentally friendly motor
vehicles.
(2) The toll shall include the infrastructure charge and — in line with the provisions
stipulated by the Government in a Decree — it may include an external-cost charge.
Specifically, infrastructure charges shall be established on the basis of the costs
involved in the construction, operation, maintenance and development of the
infrastructure network concerned. Weighted average infrastructure charges may also
include a return on capital or profit margin based on market conditions.
(3) In setting the rate of the infrastructure charge, periodic multipliers may also be
applied subject to traffic regulation criteria in respect of a given road section
depending on the time of day, the type of day, or the season; however, the variation
in any infrastructure charge shall not exceed the highest amount of the weighted
average infrastructure charge by more than 175%. The peak periods during which
the higher infrastructure charges are levied for the purpose of reducing congestion
shall not exceed five hours per day.
(4) The toll may also include a flat-rate charge set by quantifying the damage and
costs resulting from traffic-based air pollution in the given road sections and, where
the population of the area concerned is exposed to noise pollution, the damage and
costs resulting from traffic-based noise pollution (external-cost charge).
Section 5 (1) For the purpose allowing underdeveloped regions to catch up, tolls
may be established subject to regional variations.
(2) Toll rates shall be set without any unjustified discrimination, whether direct or
indirect; in particular, the operators of motor vehicles, road users and contracted toll
payers shall not be discriminated against on the grounds of their nationality or
country of establishment, the country of registration of the vehicles, or the departure
or destination of the transport operation.

(3) Regular road users may be granted a discount on the infrastructure charge of up
to 13%. The rate and terms of such discounts shall apply as specified in the decree
adopted pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act.
(4) The components to be considered in the establishment of the tolls, the cost
calculation methods and the classification into motor vehicle categories shall be set
out in the decree adopted pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act.
5. Toll payment options
Section 6 (1) Toll collection using the UD Toll System shall be performed so as to
avoid disruption of the free flow of traffic.
(2) A road use authorization required for the use of unit tolled sections shall be
deemed present—
a) on the grounds of a route ticket purchased prior to road use, under the terms of
that ticket; or
b) during the term of an agreement with a toll service provider for the submission
of toll declarations under this Act to the toll charger and for toll payment, provided
that the road user fulfils their obligations relating to toll declarations as specified in
the decree adopted pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act.
(2a) The minister for transport (hereinafter: minister) may determine by decree the
category of unit tolled sections whose use does not result in unauthorized road use
even when the conditions stipulated in subsection (2) are not met, provided that the
right to use the road on these unit tolled sections is acquired in accordance with the
special rules of acquiring and maintaining the right to use the road, as established by
the minister’s decree.
(3) There shall be no grounds for road use authorization where the road user fails
to use the on-board unit in accordance with the relevant rules, or submits a toll
declaration by means of an on-board unit which has been invalidated, under the
decree adopted pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act, by the toll service
provider registering that unit.
(4) The toll charger shall establish the amount of the toll and shall collect that
amount in respect of the given unit tolled section from the toll service provider which
submits the toll declaration under this Act. The toll charger is entitled to collect the
determined amount of the toll even if this is contested by the toll service provider.
This provision shall not affect the right of the toll service provider to propose a
settlement of accounts with the toll charger and to reclaim the toll collected in an
unjustified fashion. Payment of the toll to the toll charger shall not be conditional on
the corresponding amount having been received by the toll service provider from the
person subject to toll payment. The contractual payment of the amount equivalent to
the toll by the person liable to toll payment to the toll service provider excludes
unauthorized road use as defined herein, provided that the fact of payment is certified
such person.
(5) In the course of the operations relating to toll collection, the toll service provider
shall, in respect of the circulation on unit tolled sections of the motor vehicles
specified in the agreement with the contracted toll payer for access to the UD Toll

System which are subject to this Act, submit toll declarations to the toll charger in
the manner and at the intervals set out in its agreement with the toll charger;
additionally, the toll service provider shall pay to the toll charger the toll established
by the toll charger pursuant to paragraph (4). In accordance with the provisions of
the agreement with the contracted toll payer as effective from time to time, as well
as with applicable legislation, the toll service provider may collect the toll from the
person subject to toll payment, or charge its amount to the toll balance previously
paid by the person subject to toll payment. The toll charger shall pay toll service
providers a flat-rate reimbursement corresponding to a share of the collected toll
amount specified in the decree adopted pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act.
The rate of reimbursement payable to the toll service provider shall be established
according to the same methodology as applied for the establishment of the rate of
reimbursement payable to the bound service provider.
(6) The toll charger shall
a) establish and maintain an organizational unit or a business entity in its sole
ownership for the discharge of toll service providers’ duties.
b) establish and maintain an organizational unit in its sole ownership for the
discharge of toll enforcement duties.
(7) In respect of the basic services to be provided by the toll service provider, and
of the services required for the proper use of the UD Toll System in particular, the
bound toll service provider shall be under an obligation to enter into an agreement
with the person subject to toll payment, where that person has given written
notification to the bound toll service provider of their intention to do so. The bound
toll service provider may also comply with that obligation via its resellers. The bound
toll service provider shall pay resellers a flat-rate reimbursement corresponding to a
share of the collected toll amount specified in the decree adopted pursuant to the
powers conferred by this Act.
(8) The road user may engage a toll declaration operator in order to comply with
their obligation to submit toll declarations to the toll service provider by means of
that toll declaration operator. The toll declaration operator may engage in such
activities subject to its compliance with the criteria set out in legislation, and shall
enter into an agreement with the toll service provider in order that it may discharge
its duties. The toll declaration operator shall transmit to the toll service provider the
data collected by means of the on-board unit which is specified in the decree adopted
pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act and is provided by the toll declaration
operator, based on which the toll service provider shall submit the toll declaration to
the toll charger, and shall, pursuant to the agreement between the toll service provider
and the contracted toll payer, collect the toll from the road user directly on behalf of
the toll charger. The toll declaration operator shall be liable to the road user for
ensuring that the on-board unit which it provides is suitable for proper operation, and
that the above data will be transmitted. Where the toll declaration operator is engaged
by the bound toll service provider, the bound toll service provider shall pay the toll
declaration operator a flat-rate reimbursement corresponding to a share of the

collected toll amount specified in the decree adopted pursuant to the powers
conferred by this Act.
(9) The bound toll service provider shall enter into an agreement under equal terms
with each toll declaration operator which complies with the requirements set out in
specific legislation.
(10) The toll service provider may accept fuel cards from road users for the
payment of the road use authorization. The bound toll service provider shall be
obliged to enter into agreements with the fuel card issuers, including the same
conditions, in accordance with the provisions specified in the rules related to the
enforcement of this law.
Section 7 (1) Route tickets shall be available from the bound toll service provider.
The consideration for the route ticket shall be paid upon purchase.
(2) A toll declaration submitted in the form of a route ticket shall, following its
purchase but within its validity period, be transmitted to the toll charger by the bound
toll service provider which issued the route ticket, where the contents of the
transmission shall correspond to that of the route ticket.
(3) The toll levied by the toll charger shall be refunded by the toll charger in the
cases set out in legislation.
(4) If a tolled motor vehicle has multiple on-board units, it is the liability of the
contracted toll payer — or in the absence thereof the road user — to operate the
appropriate on-board unit as per the applicable contracts, in line with the provisions
of such contracts.
(5) During the process of contracting with the toll service provider and for the term
of such contract, the contracted toll payer shall disclose correct and accurate data to
the toll service provider. Damages arising from incorrect or inaccurate data reporting
shall be borne by the contracted toll payer.
Section 8 Other than the toll amount set in accordance with the Decree adopted
pursuant to this Act, neither the toll charger, nor the toll service provider or the toll
declaration operator shall charge the person subject to toll payment additional fees
or unjustified expenses for access to the UD Toll System.
Section 8/A (1) The government – complying with the conditions specified in the
relevant laws and regulations – shall, as guarantor, be liable for the full performance
of the payment obligation arising from the loans received from financial institutions
by KAVOSZ Vállalkozásfejlesztési Zrt. in accordance with the credit agreements for
the purpose of the provision of loans for the payment of tolls.
(2) The year-end sum of the government guarantee specified in Paragraph (1) shall
be specified in the Budget Act.
(3) The creditor is under no obligation to require any guarantees other than the
state’s absolute suretyship to secure the credit agreement of KAVOSZ
Vállalkozásfejlesztési Zrt., mentioned in subsection (1).
Section 8/B (1) The government – in accordance with the statutory conditions –
shall be liable as an absolute surety for the performance of 80% of the payment
obligation arising from loans disbursed under loan agreements for payment of tolls,
by KAVOSZ Vállalkozásfejlesztési Zrt. to borrowers under subsection (2).

(2) The government guarantee specified in Paragraph (1) shall only be applicable
to the loans of small and medium enterprises obliged to pay road tolls.
(3) The full year-end sum of government guarantee included in Paragraph (1) shall
be specified in the Budget Act.
(4) With regard to the loans specified in Paragraph (1), KAVOSZ
Vállalkozásfejlesztési Zrt. shall not be obliged to specify further guarantee on top of
the guarantee provided by the government.
(5) Guarantees not exceeding 20% of the contractual loan, and the joint sum of 3month transactional interest applicable upon signature of the loan agreement,
specified by KAVOSZ Vállalkozásfejlesztési Zrt. related to the credit agreement
specified in Paragraph (1) shall not be transferred to the government in case of the
redemption of the guarantee specified in Paragraph (1).
6. Exemption from toll payment
Section 9 (1) The obligations of toll payment and toll declaration shall not apply
to—
a) Hungarian Defense Force, National Security Service, as well as law enforcement
bodies specified in the act on national defense and the Hungarian Defense Force, as
well as measures that can be taken in special law and order, with regard to the motor
vehicles operated by the same;
b) foreign armed forces deployed to or transiting Hungary, and international
military headquarters established in Hungary, for their official or service motor
vehicles, as well as other organizations for their motor vehicles which are exempt
under international treaties, international conventions or on grounds of reciprocity;
c) entities performing operational duties on unit toll sections:
ca) motor vehicles operated by a concession company performing operational
duties on concession public roads or business organizations commissioned by the
same for the performance of operational duties;
cb) in the case of national public roads not falling in the category specified in point
ca), motor vehicles operated by the public road operator appointed by the minister to
manage the national public roads, and those performing winter road cleaning and
maintenance during the winter period, as certified by the authorized representative
of the public road operator, under the contract signed with the public road operator;
d) the toll charger, for the motor vehicles used for the discharge of its duties;
e) persons or entities authorized to use distinctive warning signals, for motor
vehicles with registration numbers issued in Hungary, regardless of whether such
distinctive warning signals are in actual use while circulating on a unit tolled section;
f) operators of motor vehicles involved in the prevention or control of damage
caused by disasters as specified within the meaning of the Disaster Relief Act, during
the discharge of such duties, as well as members of volunteer fire brigades, municipal
and institutional fire departments, and voluntary or mandatory civil protection units,
for the motor vehicles used in the course of the exercise ordered;
g) the transport authority, for the motor vehicles which it operates and uses to
discharge its duties as a transport authority;

h) vehicles subject to international treaties, international conventions (NATO,
Schengen Agreement) and reciprocity;
i) operators of motor vehicles transporting humanitarian aid, during the discharge
of such duties;
j) For the motor vehicle operated by the entity established to operate the public road
network of the country neighboring Hungary in order to fulfil its public road
operation tasks, if it uses the two unit toll sections nearest to the state border of the
two affected states;
k) the motor vehicles operated by those fulfilling transportation tasks ordered in
crisis situation caused by mass migration as set out in the Act on the country border
– during the performance of such transportation tasks.
(2) Unless otherwise provided for by this Act, the exemption under paragraph (1)
shall apply to the free-of-charge use of unit tolled sections and public roads charged
with a toll in the absence of authorization by the public road operator, based on entry
in the register of persons/entities authorized to use vehicles exceeding the
permissible gross weight or the maximum permitted axle load (hereinafter: “the
exemption register”). The scope of exemption shall extend only to the period of no
more than one year specified in the notification.
(3) For tolled motor vehicles, the minister may, in the ministerial decree on the
rules for the removal of stranded motor vehicles posing a hazard to the safety of road
traffic, establish rules in derogation of paragraph (1) in respect of cars transported to
rest areas to ensure the safety of traffic.
(4)–(6)
Section 10 Operators of vehicles shall have no toll payment and toll declaration
obligations following a prior notification of the transport administration authority for
vehicles specified in Section 9 paragraph (1) points a), e) and g) or electronically
with direct access for vehicles specified in point a), to the authority responsible for
public road transport registration for vehicles specified in points b) to d), h), j) and
k), and to the disaster relief authority for vehicles specified in points f) and i),
following acknowledgement of such notification and registration in the exemption
register.
Section 10/A
Section 11 (1)
(2) In the case of vehicles subject to international treaties, international conventions
and reciprocity, vehicles transporting international humanitarian aid, and motor
vehicles involved in the prevention or control of damage caused by disasters as
specified within the meaning of the Disaster Relief Act, temporary authorizations for
toll-free use shall be entered in the register by the authority authorized for
international communications, as well as the disaster relief authority pursuant to
paragraph (1).
Section 12

CHAPTER III
USE OF TOLL REVENUES
7. Principles of the use of toll revenues
Section 13 (1) Toll revenues shall be posted as budget revenue to the heading under
subsection 14(4)(d) of Act CXCV of 2011 on Public Finances.
(2) Toll revenues or the amount identical with the value of this revenue, excepting
revenues from external-cost charges under paragraph (3), shall be used by taking
account of the following order of priority, in accordance with the policy decisions as
adopted from time to time, for the purposes of—
a) operation and maintenance of the systems for toll collection, the bound toll
service provider, toll enforcement and toll enforcement support, and provision of
funds for related activities, particularly in the fields of technology, finance,
accounting and law;
b) operation and maintenance of the national toll domain, and provision of funds
for related activities, particularly in the fields of technology, finance, accounting and
law;
c) operation and maintenance of other components of the national road network,
and provision of funds for related activities, particularly in the fields of technology,
finance, accounting and law;
d) other government duties relating to road traffic infrastructure, and provision of
funds for related activities, particularly in the fields of technology, finance,
accounting and law;
e) payment of availability fees for road sections operated under concession
contracts;
f) enhancement of the capacity of existing components of the national public road
network, and the development of new network components.
(3) Within toll revenues, revenues from external-cost charges under shall be used
by taking account of the following order of priority, in accordance with the policy
decisions as adopted from time to time, for the purposes of—
a) facilitating efficient pricing;
b) reducing road transport pollution at source;
c) mitigating the effects of road transport pollution at source;
d) improving and controlling the carbon-dioxide and energy performance of
vehicles;
e) improving road safety;
f) developing alternative infrastructure for transport users and/or expanding current
capacity;
g) supporting the trans-European transport network;
h) optimizing logistics; and
i) providing secure parking places.

CHAPTER IV
ADMINISTRATIVE DUTIES RELATING TO THE DISTANCE-BASED TOLL
COLLECTION SYSTEM
8. Verification of compliance with the obligation of toll payment, penalties
for non-compliance
Section 14 Except for the cases of exemption provided for in Section 9, road use
shall be deemed unauthorized if—
a) prior to the use of the unit toll section by the given tolled motor vehicle –
excluding the content of subsection (c) – no road use authorization was established
in accordance with paragraph 6(2);
b) the person subject to toll payment uses a unit tolled section under a toll or
environment protection declaration for a lower toll or environment protection
category than their own; or
c) the person subject to toll payment has an effective agreement with the toll service
provider for the submission of toll declarations under this Act to the toll charger and
for toll payment in respect of the unit toll section and the motor vehicle concerned,
and as part of that agreement, in order to perform its reporting obligation set out in
this Act, he/she is entitled to use an on-board unit, but the on-board unit is on the list
of invalidated on-board units at the time of the road use, or its proper operation as set
out in specific legislation is not ensured, and no road use authorization as set out in
paragraph 6(2) was established in any other way prior to use of the unit tolled
sections.
Section 14/A It shall not be deemed to be unauthorized road use under Section 14
where an otherwise unit tolled section is used with no road use authorization, for the
duration of any closure, traffic restriction or diversion on a public road not exceeding
thirty-one days, if such a unit tolled section has been designated as a diversion route
by authorities competent to close, restrict, or divert traffic on public roads.
Section 15 (1) The rate of the fine shall be established so that it encourages
payment of the toll prescribed by the persons subject to toll payment.
(2) The fines imposed shall be posted as central budget revenue to the heading
under subsection 14(4)(d) of Act CXCV of 2011 on Public Finances. The amount of
the fine imposed shall be paid in Hungarian forints into the bank account designated
in legislation adopted pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act.
Section 16 Unauthorized road use under this Act shall qualify as an offence, for
which a fine may be imposed pursuant to the Public Roads Act.
Section 17 (1) The toll enforcement tasks shall be fulfilled by
a) the agency in charge of general law enforcement tasks (hereinafter: the
“Police”);
b) the transport authority; and
c) and the organizational unit established pursuant to subsection 6(6)(b)
(hereinafter jointly referred to as authorized entities for the toll enforcement).

(2) The toll charger collects data on the motor vehicles traveling on toll sections,
using installed fixed or mobile devices,
a) in order to support the toll enforcement of the entities authorized for toll control
defined in paragraph (1),
b) in order to supply data for the performance of the tasks of the state tax and
customs authority defined by law, and
c) in order to report data to the National Axle Weight Measuring System pursuant
to the Public Roads Act.
(2a) The toll charger cooperates with the central hosting service provider
designated by the Government as set out in the applicable legislation. If the relevant
technical conditions are ensured, the toll charger stores the video, audio and
audiovisual recordings made during the data collection as per paragraph (2) on the
platform hosted by the central hosting service provider designated by the
Government.
(2b) With the exceptions specified in this Act, the video, audio and audiovisual
recordings made during the data collection as per paragraph (2) must be erased after
30 days from the date of recording.
(3) In order to support the toll enforcement activities of the entities authorized to
enforce tolls, the toll charger:
a) compares the data suitable for identification, collected through the devices
referred to in paragraph (2) and the registration numbers to the data available about
the authorized road users and data of the register of toll road sections and the data of
the persons and entities eligible for the toll-free use of unit tolled sections,
b) hands over the data file prepared on the basis of the comparison referred to in
subsection a) to the authority authorized for toll enforcement, with the exception of
the data of authorized road use.
(3a) Based on the data under subsection (3)(b) the authorized entity for toll
enforcement in subsections (1)(a) and (b), in cases of presumed offences, shall ex
officio initiate administrative proceedings in its scope of competence as set out in
specific legislation.
(4) As part of their toll enforcement activity authorized entities for toll enforcement
may use recorded registration number data to retrieve, by means of direct data access,
such motor vehicle data as are required for verification from the register which is
maintained by the toll charger on authorized road users.
(5) Using a tailored IT application, the full scope of the data processed in the UD
Toll System may be retrieved by means of direct data access by—
a) courts in order to conduct proceedings concerning the judicial review of
administrative fines;
b) prosecutors’ offices in order to carry out their duties relating to prosecutors’
participation in administrative proceedings;
c) courts, prosecutors’ offices, investigating authorities and the bodies conducting
the preparation procedures in order to prosecute criminal offences;

d) national security services in order to carry out their duties specified in
legislation;
e) the body in charge of coordinating the fight against organized crime for the
purpose of analysis and evaluation;
f) the National Tax and Customs Administration in order to conduct the audits
relating to its duties in the capacity of the national tax and customs authority as set
out in the National Tax and Customs Administration Act.
g) professional disaster relief agencies for the purpose of performing disaster relief
and fire protection activities involving the exercise of public authority;
h) the police for the purpose of identifying wanted persons or objects.
(6) In addition to the entities listed in paragraph (5), data may also be requested
from the electronic enforcement system by persons who, in order to carry out the
duties within their competence, are authorized by law to access the data processed in
the electronic toll enforcement system.
(7) The authorized entity for toll enforcement under subsection (1)(c) as part of the
authority inspection during the on-spot control of rules on the distance-based road
toll payable for the use of road toll sections is be entitled:
a) to stop the motor vehicle, document the position and the state of the motor
vehicle and take the motor vehicle’s documents in hand;
b) to examine and document the ID documents of the road user and the motor
vehicle in order to perform their task;
c) to request a Police intervention, and until the Police arrives – but to a maximum
period of 2 hours – hold up the person who does not hand over the documents of the
motor vehicle, or does not present their identification documents, or impedes the
measure in any other way;
d) to record the minutes of the inspection in case an unauthorized road use was
established, and request the intervention of the entity authorized for toll enforcement
in subsections (1)(a) and (b), and until their arrival – but to a maximum period of 2
hours – hold up the motor vehicle.
(8) For persons conducting the toll enforcement with regard to the authorized entity
for the toll enforcement in accordance with subsection (1)(c) the provisions of the
Public Roads Act regarding controlling operators shall be applicable, whereby the
controlling operators are the persons conducting the toll enforcement.
(9) No instructions can be given to the authorized entity under subsection (1)(c) to
control the road tolls in its scope of inspection.
(10) The Transport Authority is entitled to decide about the legal remedy in
connection with the procedure of the authorized entity under subsection (1)(c) to
control the road tolls in its scope of inspection, with the exception set out in
paragraph (11).
(11) If based on the action of the authorized entity to conduct toll enforcement as
set out under subsection (1)(c) a public administrative procedure is launched, the
legal remedy reported in accordance with paragraph (10) will be decided in a decision
by the authority entitled to conduct the procedure.

9. Supervision over the activity of the toll charger and toll service providers
Section 18 The supervisory body designated under the decree adopted pursuant to
the powers conferred by this Act shall carry out audits to review the lawfulness of
the activity of the toll charger and toll service providers which is subject to this Act
and to any legislation adopted pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act.
Section 19 (1)As part of its audit, the supervisory body may examine the databases
pertaining to the toll charger’s and toll service providers’ activities which are subject
to this Act, and may produce copies or notes of the data and lists stored therein. One
year after terminating its audit, the supervisory body shall delete any and all personal
data which has come to its knowledge as part of the audit.
(2) The toll charger and the toll service providers shall establish and operate their
databases so that the supervisory body may discharge its audit duties at any time
without any disruptions to the operation of the databases.
(3) The supervisory body may disclose the findings of its audit, provided that no
personal data is disclosed on persons subject to toll payment and road users.
(4) Where the supervisory body requests data within its audit powers, the requested
toll charger and toll service provider shall fulfill that request within the time limit set
by the supervisory body unless otherwise provided for in this Act.
(5) If the supervisory authority determines that — on account of the practices of
the toll charger or as a result of other circumstances — the UD toll system fails to
comply with the specified technical and procedural interoperability criteria, it calls
upon the toll charger to make the system suitable to fulfil the technical and procedural
interoperability criteria set out in the EETS directive within six months at the latest.
If the toll charger fails to meet this deadline, in addition to imposing the toll fine
specified in Section 20 paragraph (2) point b), the supervisory authority will require
the toll charger to fulfil its obligations as stipulated in the directive.
Section 20 (1) Where, on the basis of the audit conducted, the supervisory body
establishes that the toll charger or the toll service provider fails to comply with the
law in the course of activity, it may apply the sanctions of—
a) reminding the toll charger or toll service provider concerned to fulfil its
obligations, demanding cessation of the infringement within the time limit set;
b) imposing a supervisory fine in the range of HUF 1–100 million, which shall be
collected as revenue of the central subsystem of public finances;
c) suspending the toll service provider, or in the case of an EETS provider, the
Hungarian operations of that provider, and recording the fact of the suspension in a
register which it maintains, where the time limit set pursuant to subsection (a) expires
without any action being taken.
(2) In imposing the supervisory fine, the supervisory body shall consider—
a) the severity of the infringement;
b) the severity and frequency of previous infringements;
c) the volume of the toll charger's or toll service provider’s annual Hungarian sales
revenue;

d) the extent of the damage caused by the infringement and the number of injured
parties.
10. Registration of the entities involved in toll collection
Section 21 (1) In Hungary, the activities of toll service providers or EETS
providers may only be performed by entities registered in line with Directive (EU)
2019/520 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 March 2019 on the
interoperability of electronic road toll systems and facilitating cross-border exchange
of information on the failure to pay road fees in the Union. The supervisory authority
shall register the EETS provider if it meets the criteria set out in the Decree adopted
pursuant to this Act.
(2) In order to maintain the register under paragraph (1), the supervisory body shall
process the following data:
a) for a sole trader, their name, residence, mother’s name, place and date of birth,
e-mail address, telephone number, payment account number, the number of their
personal identification document, sole trader’s license number or other identifier
issued by the licensing authority, and VAT number or other similar identifier issued
by the tax authority of its home country;
b) for a legal person or unincorporated business (collectively “entity”), its name,
registered office, company registration number or other identifier issued by the
licensing authority, its VAT number or other similar identifier issued by the tax
authority of its home country, its payment account number, the names and positions
of its authorized representatives, and the e-mail address and telephone number of the
entity.
(3) In addition to what is provided for in paragraph (2), the supervisory body shall,
for the purposes set out in paragraph (1), maintain an electronic register of the
following:
a) EETS providers registered in Hungary;
b) the names of entities acting as toll chargers on the unit tolled sections;
c) the tolling technology employed on unit tolled sections;
d) toll context data in respect of unit tolled sections (in particular, the vehicle
categories and other characteristics affecting toll payment, and the tariffs);
e) the full text of the domain statement by the toll charger as set out in the Decree
adopted for the implementation of this Act.
(4) In the event of any changes to the data of a registered person or entity, the person
or entity concerned shall report such changes to the supervisory body within 15 days.
The supervisory body shall update the register with the changes by indicating the
date of each change. Where the supervisory body is informed of a change ex officio,
it shall also update the register ex officio, and notify the registered person or entity
within 15 days. Where the person required to report changes fails to fulfil its
reporting obligation and the supervisory body is not informed of a change ex officio
within 15 days of its occurrence, the supervisory body may apply the sanctions set
out in Sections 20(1)(a) and (b).

(4a) With regard to data that are contained in other registers as authentic public
data, the reporting obligation referred to in paragraph (4) may also be fulfilled by the
agency keeping the authentic public records notifying the supervisory body within
the deadline stated in paragraph (4) if requested by a person or organization included
in the records.
(5) Where the supervisory body suspends the operations of a toll service provider
or EETS provider in application of Section 20(1)(c), its decision shall also provide
for the registration of this fact in the register under Section 21(1). Following a waiting
period of at least three months after the decision on the suspension of operations has
become final, the toll service provider or EETS provider may request the supervisory
body to conduct an audit of the toll service provider or EETS provider to determine
whether there are reasonable grounds for the operations to remain suspended. Where,
as a result of its audit, the supervisory body finds that the toll service provider or
EETS provider concerned has eliminated the circumstances on grounds of which its
operations were suspended, and has provided the conditions under which it may
lawfully pursue its operations, the supervisory body shall permit the operations to be
pursued, and shall procure for the removal of suspension from its register.
Section 22 (1) At least once a year, the supervisory body shall verify that the toll
service provider complies with the legal provisions which govern its operations. In
the event of any non-compliance, the supervisory body shall remind the toll service
provider to ensure legal compliance within a time limit of 30 days, failing which it
shall remove the toll service provider from the register.
(2) In the interest of the public, the data in the register shall be publicly available
except for sole traders’ residence and the numbers of their personal identification
documents.
(3) At the end of each calendar year, the supervisory body shall submit data on the
road network covered by the EETS service and on EETS providers to the European
Commission and to the entity responsible for the maintenance of the register in each
EU Member State.
(4) The supervisory body shall notify the Member State of the EETS provider’s
registration and the European Commission where it finds any difference between the
data submitted by the entity responsible for the maintenance of the register in that
EU Member State and the actual domestic situation which it has observed.
11. Conciliation body
Section 23 (1) Regarding any disputes arising between the toll service provider and
the toll charger related to toll collection – especially in connection with their contract
negotiations or their existing contractual relationship –, the parties shall, before
taking legal action, make attempts for the amicable resolution of such disputes by
means of the conciliation body designated in the decree adopted pursuant to the
powers conferred by this Act.
(2) Before taking legal action, the parties involved in the dispute shall request the
conciliation body to examine and provide an opinion on their dispute. The opinion
of the conciliation body shall not be binding on the parties.

(3) The Government shall adopt a decree to specify the rules for the organization,
operation and procedures of the conciliation body.
12. Certification body
Section 24 (1) The certification body shall draw up declarations of conformity and
suitability for use certificates for the interoperability system constituents of the
electronic toll collection system (including road side equipment and interfaces) in
the form of examination certificates. The designation of the certification is set out in
the decree adopted pursuant to the powers conferred by this Act.
(2) The certification body shall—
a) take into consideration the declaration of conformity to specifications prepared
by the manufacturer of EETS equipment, the EETS provider or its authorized
representative;
b) verify the technical documentation and the program for validation by in-service
experience;
c) approve the monitoring procedure of the in-service behavior and carry out
specific surveillance;
d) assess the in-service interoperability with the systems and operational processes
maintained by the toll charger for the discharge of its duties;
e) issue a suitability for use certificate in case of a successful interoperability test
of the interoperability system constituents;
f) issue a report in case of unsuccessful behavior of the interoperability
constituents, which shall consider the problems which may arise as a result of noncompliance of a toll charger’s systems and processes with relevant standards and
technical specifications, and, if appropriate, make recommendations in view to
resolve the problems.
13. Obligation of cooperation
Section 25 In the course of the implementation and operation of the electronic toll
collection and toll enforcement system, the entities operating unit tolled sections
shall cooperate with the entities designated for specific tasks, and in the course of the
assessment, design, development and operation of the system, with the agents
engaged by such entities, and the supplier of the electronic toll collection and toll
enforcement system (collectively “authorized entities”), and shall in particular—
a) allow access by the authorized entities to the road sections which they operate
and enable them to carry out their work;
b) issue the approvals and statements requested for work to be carried out within
15 days of being requested to do so;
c) carry out any tasks required in relation to safety and protection on the public
roads which they operate;
d) consult and inform other authorized entities upon request.

CHAPTER V
DATA PROCESSING
Section 26 (1) Acting within its supervisory powers, in order to ensure the
efficiency of toll collection, until expiry of the limitation period of the relevant claim
for the payment of tolls or fines, the supervisory body may process the following
properties of tolled motor vehicles relating to the obligation of toll payment and to
the obligation of data provision required to fulfil tasks set out in the Act on National
Tax and Customs Administration, and the following personal data of road users,
operators and contracted toll payers:
a) for a road user, operator or contracted toll payer who is a natural person, their
name, residence, mother’s name, place and date of birth, e-mail address, telephone
number, payment account number, and the data of their personal identification
document;
b) for a road user, operator or contracted toll payer which is a legal person, its name,
registered office, company registration number or other identifier issued by the
licensing authority, its e-mail address, telephone number and payment account
number;
c) the rate of the tolls and fines to be paid;
d) the place and time of road use;
e) the place and time of toll payment;
f) the registration number of the motor vehicle or vehicle train;
g) the properties of the motor vehicle or vehicle train required for the establishment
of the vehicle category;
h) identification data of registered on-board units;
i) an image recording of a motor vehicle
ia) authorized,
ib) not authorized
to use the road and its registration number,
j) where unit tolled sections are used pursuant to a route ticket, the route, the period
permitted to cover that route, and the document number.
k) the total weight, axle load and size of the motor vehicle or vehicle train;
(2) In order to discharge its duties under Sections 6(5) and 7, the toll service
provider may process the data under subsection (1), excepting those in subsection
(1)(i), until expiry of the limitation period of the relevant claim for toll payment.
(3) In order to discharge its duties under Sections 6(4) and 17 and in order to
perform its data provision tasks set out in the Act on National Tax and Customs
Administration, as well as to supply data to the National Axle Weight Measuring
System pursuant to the Public Roads Act, the toll charger may manage
a) the data defined in paragraph (1) c)-h) and j) for 7 years from the generation of
data,
a) the data defined in paragraph (1) i) and ia) for 360 days from the generation of
data,

a) the data defined in paragraph (1) i) and ib) for two years days from the generation
of data,
d) the data defined in paragraph (1) k) and the data of the passing speed of the motor
vehicle for 70 days from the transfer of the data.
(4) In order to verify toll collection and the fulfilment of the obligation of toll
payment, and in order to collect the tolls and the fines imposed, until expiry of the
limitation period of the relevant claims, the police may process the following
properties of motor vehicles exempted from toll payment, and the following personal
data of the persons subject to toll payment, without their specific consent:
a) the recorded image of the motor vehicle and its registration number;
b) in the event of an offence, the name of each natural person concerned as well as
their residence, mother’s name, place and date of birth, the data of their personal
identification document, and payment account number;
c) in the event of an offence, the name of each legal person concerned as well as its
registered office, company registration number or other registration data, and
payment account number;
d) the place and time of road use;
e) the registration number of the motor vehicle or vehicle train;
f) the properties of the motor vehicle or vehicle train required for the establishment
of the vehicle category.
(5) The Police may compare the register maintained by the toll charger on
authorized road users and invalidated on-board units and the data of the persons and
entities eligible for the toll-free use of unit toll sections with the data under paragraph
(4). As part of performing its duties relating to toll enforcement, the Police may
retrieve the data specified in paragraph 9(1) and (1a) and subsections (2)(a), (b), (d)
and (e) and (3) of Act LXXXIV of 1999 on the Registration of Public Road
Transport; subsection 17(2)(b) and paragraph (6) of Act LXVI of 1992 on the
Registration of the Personal Data and Addresses of Citizens; Title 1 of Chapter III of
Act V of 2006 on Public Company Information, Company Registration and Windingup Proceedings; paragraph 21/D(1) of Act I of 1988 on Road Transport; as well as
the data recorded in the register of persons and entities eligible for the toll-free use
of unit toll sections and public roads charged with a toll.
(6) Where no on-spot inspection is conducted or the identity of an offending
operator of a vehicle with a foreign registration number could not be established by
means of a check or an automated query, the toll charger may retain the registration
number of the vehicle and the identification data of its on-board unit where installed,
the place and time of committing the offence, other positioning specifications, and
recorded images of the check, for 2 years after the check.
(7) As part of proceedings for the assessment of fines, the police may, by means of
direct data access, query the vehicle register of the Member State concerned to
retrieve the registration number data required in evidence that an offence has been
committed, as well as the personal and residence data of operators who are natural
persons, and the identification data of operators which are legal persons.

(8) The toll service provider shall provide the toll charger, the authorized entities
for toll enforcement, and the supervisory body with such data in its register of persons
and motor vehicles subject to a services contract for road use as are required for toll
collection and toll enforcement, taking account of the data processing rights specified
in this section.
(9) The toll charger and the toll service provider shall, as set out in the cooperation
agreement between the toll charger, the toll service provider and the supervisory
body, cooperate with the entities authorized for the secret collection of information
and the use of covert tools and with the entities specified in the National Security
Services Act and the Act on the Protection Program for Participants of Criminal
Procedures and Persons Co-operating with the Criminal Justice. The toll charger, the
toll service provider and the authorized entity for toll enforcement shall pursue their
activities under this Act so that it does not prevent or make impossible the secret
collection of information and the use of covert tools.
(10) The courts, prosecutor’s offices, investigating authorities and the bodies
conducting the preparation procedures, the body in charge of internal crime
prevention and crime detection and anti-terrorism under the Act on the Police, the
national security services as provided for in legislation, and the National Tax and
Customs Administration in order to discharge its duties under law, may observe the
toll collection properties of vehicles circulating on unit tolled sections (in particular
the place and time of road use, the registration number of the motor vehicle or vehicle
train and other properties relevant for the establishment of the toll rate) by means of
using the UD Toll System, and may retain the data obtained from such use.
(11) The toll charger and the toll service provider shall, except in cases of data
reporting and data examination as provided for in the National Security Services Act,
notify the national security service concerned about any request for data reporting on
its motor vehicles which constitutes qualified data. The electronic implementation
and procedures of the notification shall be set out in the cooperation agreement
between the toll charger, the toll service provider and the supervisory body.
(12) The data managed by the toll charger shall be handed over to the Central
Statistical Office free of charge, in line with Section 28 of Act CLV of 2016 on
official statistics (hereinafter: Stt.), based on the prior justification of the statistical
goal, to the extent required, in a manner suitable for individual identification and
they may be used by the Central Statistical Office for statistical purposes. The data
received and the detailed rules of data transfer must be specified in the co-operation
agreement referred to in Section 28 of the Stt.
Section 27 The manager of the budget appropriation which finances the objectives
specified in paragraph 13(2) shall publish the toll revenues or the amount identical
with the value of this revenue, as well as the data concerning the use of those
revenues on its webpage, and submit such data upon request to the Social
Consultation Organization established under the decree adopted pursuant to the
powers conferred by this Act.

CHAPTER VI
CLOSING PROVISIONS
14. Enabling provisions
Section 28 (1) Powers shall be conferred upon the Government to adopt a decree
to—
a) establish toll categories, the methodology of setting toll rates, and provisions on
discounts;
b) designate on behalf of the Hungarian State the budgetary agency authorized to
enter into agreements for duties of toll chargers, bound toll service providers and toll
enforcement supporters, the authorized entity to act as a toll charger and bound toll
service provider, as well as the entity acting as a toll enforcement supporter;
c) establish the requirements for the registration of toll service providers under
paragraph 21(1);
d) designate the supervisory body and establish its powers and responsibilities,
jurisdiction, operations and procedures;
e) designate the entity to act as the conciliation body under subheading 11, and
specify the rules for the organization, operation and procedures of the conciliation
body;
f) specify the rules for toll payment and the settlement of toll claims between the
toll charger and the toll service providers;
g) specify the rules for the toll collection activities of the entities involved in toll
collection, particularly in respect of their agreements and customer relations with one
another and the persons subject to toll payment;
h) establish the scope of data required for toll enforcement, the inclusion of which
shall be mandatory in agreements between the toll charger and toll service providers,
and between toll service providers and road users;
i) specify the detailed rules for the EETS service;
j) specify the rules for the establishment and operation of the Social Consultation
Organization;
k) establish the procedural, registration and data reporting rules for the maintenance
of the register of the persons and entities eligible for the toll-free use of unit toll
sections;
l) establish the rules to enable all road users to access the toll collection service of
a toll service provider as of the toll provisions becoming effective;
m) specify the procedures and rules applicable to making the collected toll and fines
available for the central budget and the accounting rules applicable to the settlement
of toll transactions;
n) specify the rules for the transportation of vehicles to rest areas and for related
funding;
o) establish road users’ obligations in respect of toll declarations, including the
detailed rules for the operation, use and invalidation of on-board units;

p) establish the requirements for toll declaration operators and the required contents
of the agreements to be drawn up with toll declaration operators;
q) specify the rules for granting exemptions from toll payment on farmers’ motor
vehicles which are used for the transportation of livestock and, during the harvest of
agricultural produce, the transportation of agricultural produce;
r) specify the specific details of the rules related to the government guarantee
provided for in Section 8/A and 8/B as well as the state interest subsidy related to the
loans provided for in Section 8/B.
(2) The minister shall have the power to
a) determine by decree the toll roads and the unit tolled sections that fall within the
scope of the Act, and the category of unit tolled sections under Section 6(2a), as well
as the special rules of acquiring and maintaining the road use authorization on such
unit tolled sections;
b) establish the environmental performance of motor vehicles for the purposes of
toll collection in each vehicle category specified by the Government;
c) determine by decree, in agreement with the minister responsible for public
finances, the basic rate of the toll – including infrastructure charge and external-cost
charge – payable for the use of unit tolled sections, based on the toll policy principles
established by the Government in a decree;
d) establish the procedural rules as well as the rights and obligations of the
supervisory body in respect of the maintenance of the register;
e) designate the certification body;
f) specify the flat-rate reimbursement payable by the toll charger to toll service
providers and the calculation method for such reimbursement, as well as flat-rate
reimbursement payable by the bound toll service provider to toll declaration
operators and resellers, and the calculation method for such reimbursement.
Section 28/A The Minister responsible for transportation shall be entrusted to set
the detailed rules for operating drive-through weight measuring points in the road
pavement in a ministerial decree.
15. Effective date
Section 29 (1) This Act shall enter into force, with the exception of the provisions
in paragraph (2), on the day following its promulgation.
(2) Sections 3–14, 15(2), 16–20, 21(3) and (4), 22, 26(5)–(7) and (9)–(11), 27, 32–
33, 35, 37(2), and 38–40 of this Act shall enter into force on July 1, 2013.
15/A
Section 29/A
16.
Section 30

17. Compliance with the law of the European Union
Section 31 (1) This Act has been adopted to ensure compliance with—
1. Directive 1999/62/EC (17 June 1999) of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the charging of cargo vehicles for the use of certain infrastructures;
2. Directive 2004/52/EC (29 April 2004) of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the interoperability of electronic toll systems in the Community;
3. Directive 2006/38/EC (17 May 2006) of the European Parliament and of the
Council amending Directive 1999/62/EC on the charging of cargo vehicles for the
use of certain infrastructures;
4. Directive 2011/76/EU (September 27, 2011) of the European Parliament and of
the Council amending Directive 1999/62/EC on the charging of cargo vehicles for
the use of certain infrastructures;
5. with Directive (EU) 2019/520 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
19 March 2019 on the interoperability of electronic road toll systems and facilitating
cross-border exchange of information on the failure to pay road fees in the Union.
(2) This Act established provisions for the implementation of the
a) Decision 2009/750/EC of October 6, 2009 on the definition of the European
Electronic Toll Collection Service and its technical elements;
b) Regulation (EC) No 223/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
March 11, 2009 on European statistics and repealing Regulation (EC, Euratom) No
1101/2008 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the transmission of data
subject to statistical confidentiality to the Statistical Office of the European
Communities, Council Regulation (EC) No 322/97 on Community Statistics, and
Council Decision 89/382/EEC, Euratom establishing a Committee on the Statistical
Programmes of the European Communities;
c) Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2020/203 of 28 November 2019 on
classification of vehicles, obligations of European Electronic Toll Service users,
requirements for interoperability constituents and minimum eligibility criteria for
notified bodies;
d) Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2020/204 of 28 November 2019 on
detailed obligations of European Electronic Toll Service providers, minimum content
of the European Electronic Toll Service domain statement, electronic interfaces,
requirements for interoperability constituents and repealing Decision 2009/750/EC
18. Amendments
Sections 32–33.
Section 34.
Section 35.
Section 36.
Section 37 (1)
(2)

(3) The following provisions shall not enter into force
a) paragraph 26(1) of Act CXIX of 2012 amending certain acts relating to
transport;
b) the phrase “and from tolls” in paragraph 33/A(4a) of Act I of 1988 on Road
Transport, as amended by paragraph 26(2) of Act CXIX of 2012 amending certain
acts relating to transport.
(4) Section 20/A(1) of Act I of 1988 on Road Transport, as inserted by Section 252
of Act CCXXIII of 2012 on transitional provisions for the enactment of Act C of
2012 on the Criminal Code and amending certain acts shall enter into force without
the phrase “and checks under Section 33/C(1)”.
Sections 38–40.

